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March 1988

fiduisory List of Instructional Media
for

SOCIAL STUDIES

NOTE: To facilitate the use of materials on this list, consultants in the
Division of Media Evaluation Services used the the new COMPETENCY-BASED
CURRICULUM to identify competency goals (CG) to which these materials relate most
closely, The grade range at the end of each bibliographic entry, e.g., 5-8,
indicates the span of grades for which the materials hold general interest.
Following that grade range are specific grades or subject areas and competency
goals to which the materials relate most directly, e.g., Grade 5: CG 1
(elementary grade materials); U.S. history: CG 4 (high school materials). This
information does not imply that the use of the materials is limited to the
specific grades, subjects, and competency goals cited. Instead, the materials
may be used for enrichment, leisure and other purposes by as many students in as
many grades as feasible. Such use will ensure that students performing above and
below their grade placement have access to a wide variety of materials to meet
their personal needs and interests.

All titles on this bibliography are currently available for purchase. Prices
shown are those quoted by publishers and producers, but do not include postage
and are subject to change.

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ITEMS 01\ THIS LIST FROM THE DIVISION OF MEDIA EVALUATION
SERVICES OR FROM THE DIVISION OF TEXTBOOKS. Publishers and producers are
listed at the end of this bibliography. An abbreviated or code name for the
publisher/producer appearing in the bibliographic entry on this list appears in
the DIRECTORY where the complete address follows the code name.

BOOKS

Allen, Leslie. LIBERTY: THE STATUE AND THE DREAM. 304 p. $34.95. Statue of
Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, 1985. (Available from Natl. Geog.) (ISBN
0-87044-622-3) Grades 7-12. U.S. history: CG 6

Introduced by the story of the Statue of Liberty's construction, this notable
volume recounts the lives and experiences of throngs of struggling immigrants
seeking a new start in America; with a focus on the immigrants' movements and
contributions, the book also traces the development of the United States as a
nation from East coast settlements to Westward expansion; discusses the
different nationalities that came to America, places they settled, and how
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they adapted to their new home yet retained Old World customs; describes theundesirable conditions that many immigrants endured on voyages and thedifficulties they experienced in being processed through Ellis Island; alsorelates the bitter disappointment of those who found an America unlike thatthey hoped for; looks at the crowded living conditions and sweat shops andother undesirable work places; examines the enduring dream of foreigners toenter this country and the changes in immigration laws designed to control thenumber of people emigrating; profusely illustrated with black-and-white andfull-color illustrations; contains numerous maps, charts, and graphs;interspersed throughout the text are short sections dealing with specifictopics, such as slavery, child labor, and ethnic theatre; indexed; catalogcards furnished; library binding; an excellent selection for enrichment inU.S. history classes, for browsing, and for research

Arnold, Caroline. HOW PEOPLE GET MARRIED. 32 p. $10.90. Watts, 1987. (ISBN0-531-10096-0) Grades 2-5, Grade 2: CG 6

Simple overview explains the customs of wedding ceremonies; explains termssuch as civil ceremony, groomsmen, wedding shower, receiving line; discussesthe variety of wedding ceremonies, even mentioning customs of other countries;briefly addresses related topics such as wedding anniversaries, divorce, andremarriage; colorfully illustrated; includes index; a manageable introductionfor youngsters interested in marriage customs

Arnold, Caroline. WHAT TO DO VHEN SOMEONE DIES. 32 p. $10.90. Watts, 1987.(ISBN 0-531-10095-2) Grades 3-6. Grade 3: CG 16

Objective and simple explanation of events associated with death; includesinformation on terms such as death certificate,
autopsy, mortuary, will,estate; touches on various beliefs about life after death (Christian, Jewish,and Hindu beliefs);

appropriately illustrated with soft watercolors; a goodresource for discussions about practical considerations related to death

Boorstin, Daniel J., with Ruth F. Boorstin. THE LANDMARK HISTORY OF THEAMERICAN PEOPLE. Rev. ed. 2 v. each $11.99. Random Sch. Div., 1987.Grades 5-9. Grade 5: CG 21
VOLUME 1: FROM PLYMOUTH TO APPOMATTOX. 218 p. (ISBN 0-394-99118-4)VOLUME 2: FROM APPOMATTOX TO THE MOON. 192 p. (ISBN 0-394-99119-2)

Newly revised two-volume set traces the history of America from its firstsettlements to man's first walk on the moon; each chapter focuses on peopleand ideas in one significant point in history; text addresses a wide varietyof interesting topics: the beliefs of the Puritans, the add-a-state plan,instant cities, do-it-yourself doctors, the establishment of a mail system,the creation of company towns and garden cities, the exploding of the atom;highly readable text is supplemented by numerous black-and-white photographsand prints; each volume includes an index; volume one has an appendixcontaining the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution; an excellentresource for research; also inviting leisure reading for students interestedin American history

Chaikin, Miriam, adapt. EXODUS. unp; $14.95. Holiday, 1987. (ISBN0-8234-0607-5) Grades 3-6. Grade 3: CC 8
4

Adaptation of the story of Moses and his leading the Israelites out of Egypt;follows Moses' life front birth to manhood, his communications with God, andhis efforrQ Li_
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Egyptians before the pharaoh let the Israelites go; tells of the wanderings of
the people in the desert and of Moses' receiving the Ten Commandments; Charles
Mikolaycak's lush, bold illustrations in earth tones abound throughout the
book; double-page map shows the probable route of the exodus; gives symbols
and names of the twelve tribes of Israel; explains different interpretations
of the term, "exodus"; an attrative selection for the 200 collection

Chiasson, John. AFRICAN JOURNEY. 55 p. $16.95. Bradbury Pr., 1987. (ISBN
0-02-718530-3) Grades 6-8. Grade 7: CG 12

Photographic and narrative description of author-photographer's trip through
central Africa; visits six sites: the arid rangelands in Niger, a farming
village in Benin, the coastal city of Dakar, a fishing village in Senegal, the
river city of Mopti, and drought-stricken Ethiopia; examines the lifestyles of
various native tribes, where and how they live, their customs, etc.; describes
each area's physical characteristics and discusses the impact of the
environment on the people; depicts Africa as a continent with great potential
for progress but lacking the resources (especially technology) for developing
its full potential; excellent color photographs, many of which are full page;
two-column format; no index; interesting perspective provides general
information and enriches classroom studies of Africa

Clark, Champ, and Time-Life Editors. THE ASSASSINATION: DEATH OF THE PRESIDENT.
(The Civil War Series) 176 p. $14.95. Time-Life, 1987. (Available from
Silver) (ISBN 0-8094-4821-1) Grades 7-12. U.S. history: CG 8

Recounts events in the conspiracy to murder President Lincoln, occurences on
the night the President was shot, the capture and arrest of John Wilkes Booth
and other conspirators, and their subsequent execution by hanging; gives
biographical information about Booth; traces the assassin's efforts to solicit
help from ne'er-do-wells in and around the Washington area; highly readable
narrative includes bits of information about the war and famous personalities
of the period; contains numerous captioned black-and-white photographs (and a
few color ones), drawings, diagrams, and maps; contains full-page photographs
of the executions; excellent choice for enriching study of the Civil War
period

Dobson, Christopher, and Ronald Payne. THE NEVER-ENDING WAR: TERRORISM IN THE
80's. 356 p. $18.95. Facts on File, 1987. (ISBN 0-8160-1537-6) Grades
10-12. World studies: CG 10

Fascinating examination of terrorism around the world explores terrorists'
activities, methods, and motivations; book chronicles terrorism in Lebanon,
Iran, Libya, Syria, Europe, South Africa, and many other countries, explaining
that Americans constitute two-thirds of all terrorist victims; book devotes
entire chapters, for example, to the 1985 TWA hijacking, to Gaddafi's support
of terrorism, to the U.S.'s bombing of Libya, to Assad's sponsorship of
terrorism in Syria, and to Russian support of terrorism; without being
sympathetic toward their brutal acts, book tries to understand terrorists as
human beings willing often to sacrifice their lives in the name of religion or
revolution; in a final chapter exploring the difficulty a democracy encounters
in responding to terrorism, the book's authors state what measures they
believe should be taken, including gathering sound intelligence and closing

5
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foreign embassies known to give aid to terrorists; as appendices, book
includes a "Who's Who of Terror," a country-by-country annotated listing of
terrorists and their organizations, and a 35-page "Chronology of Terror:
1968-1986" describing terrorist incidents during these years; bibliography and
index; a well-written, interesting, and thorough study of terrorism useful for
research or as informative independent reading

Ford, Karen, et al. GREAT CANADIAN LIVES: PORTRAITS IN HEROISM. 280 p.
$21.50. Doubleday, 1986. (ISBN 0-385-25011-8) Grades 5-8. Grade 5: CG 3

Focuses on brave explorers and pioneers, heroes and heroines, engineers,

political leaders, musicians, poets, and historical figures and groups who
influenced the development of Canada; gives brief biographical sketches of
individuals and relates the roles they played at particular times in Canada's
history; devotes one to two pages to each person or group; entries are grouped
chronologically from before 1600 to the late 1860s and cover such subjects as
exploration, settlements, the French influence, Indian wars and other
conflicts, the Westward expansion; profusely illustrated with full color
drawings and photographs that vividly interpret the text; index; short entries
make this an ideal title for middle grade students for quick reference or for
browsing

Foster, Sally. WHERE TIME STANDS STILL. unp. $13.95. Dodd, 1987. (ISBN
0-396-09090-7) Grades 3-6. Grade 3: CG 15

Simple text and numerous black-and-white photographs recount the daily habits
and routines of several Amish children; includes general information about the
"Plain People"--that they are allowed to ride in cars but not to own them,
that they use "ole-time steamers" to prepare the soil in tobacco beds, that
they speak Pennsylvania Dutch and do not learn English until they go to
school; photographs are clear and detailed, presenting a pleasant perspective
of the Amish folk; an insightful resource for students studying the Amish
settlements or planning a trip to Pennsylvania

Freedman, Russell. INDIAN CHIEFS. 151 p. $15.95. Holiday, 1987. (ISBN
0-8234-0625-3) Grades 6-12. U.S. history: CG 6

Discusses six famous Indian chiefs from various western tribes, their efforts
at combating the white man's takeover of Indian territory, their tactics in
trying to preserve the Indians' rights, and their failures; gives an overall
perspective of conditions existing for the Indians and the white settlers
during the Westward movement; reveals the beliefs, customs, and superstitions
of the Indian people; discusses their bravery and their brutality in resisting
the white man's intrusion on Indian lands; cites actions of the United States
Congress, treaties that were not honored, and methods used to deceive and
exploit the Indians; contains black-and-white photographs of the Indian chiefs
and of white army officers, reproductions of engravings, and one full
black-line'map of territorial and topographical borders and trails; large,
easy-to-read text; bibliography; index; useful for leisure reading and
reference; an excellent enrichment in the study of the Westward movement
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Freedman, Russell. LINCOLN: A PHOTOBIOGRAPHY. 150 p. $15.95. Clarion Bks.,
1987. (ISBN 0-89919-380-3) Grades 5-9. Grade 5: CG 9

Outstanding biography of Abraham Lincoln is the 1988 Newbery Award Book;
traces Lincoln's life from his early years to his assassination; dispels many
legends with a focus on the realities of Lincoln's life, such as his numerous
failures before political success, his personal turmoil during the Civil War,
his recurring depression; provides anecdotes that underscore the traits that
led to Lincoln's success: his determination, his respect for human beings,
his eloquence, his ability to laugh at himself; contains over eighty captioned
photographs and prints, many full-page in size; indexed; includes a list of
monuments, memorials, and museums and suggestions for further reading; an
excellent first-purchase choice for research and leisure reading

Giblin, James Cross. FROM HAND TO MOUTH: OR, HOW WE INVENTED KNIVES, FORKS,
SPOONS, AND CHOPSTICKS AND THE TABLE MANNERS TO GO WITH THEM. 86 p. $11.89.

Crowell, 1987. (ISBN 0-690-04662-6) Glades 5-9. Grade 6: CG 19

Interesting and readable account of the development of table manners in
various cultures of the world, including Europe, America, India, and China;
discusses the development of various manners (e.g., using the right hand to
eat with in Oriental countries, extending the little finger while using a
spoon or small fork in Western countries); black-and-white illustrations
include photographs of numerous ancient eating utensils, modern pictures of
people eating meals in various cultures, and paintings and prints of meals
enjoyed in days gone by; includes bibliography and extensive index; useful for
reports and interest reading

Goodwin, Jan. CAUGHT IN THE CROSSFIRE. 330 p. $18.95. Dutton, 1987. (ISBN
0-525-24492-X) Grades 9-12. World studies: CG 10

Intriguing account of one woman journalist's travels with a group of freedom
fighters in war-torn Afghanistan; vividly written, this sensitive narrative
details the perils the author experienced and the lives and hardships of the
people she came to know; includes descriptions of battles with the Soviets,
visits to the sick and impoverished in villages and refugee camps, and long
and difficult treks over the harsh terrain of Afghanistan; relates discussions
with individuals who expressed the hardships the war has wrought in their
lives; includes several black-and-white photographs; an excellent eye-opening
resource for students interested in world events

Goor, Ron and Nancy. POMPEII: EXPLORING A ROMAN GHOST TOWN. 118 p. $11.89.

Crowell, 1986. (ISBN 0-690-04516-6) Grades 5-9. Grade 6: CG 19

Interesting account of Pompeii, the Roman town destroyed when Mt. Vesuvius
erupted in 79 A.D.; discusses the archaeological e2forts that revealed the
ruins after they had been buried for centuries; black-and white photographs of
the uncovered ruins (buildings, household items, and casts of people and
animals) show the tragic devastation of the town and its inhabitants; majority
of text reviews daily life in Pompeii; covers family life, government,
politics, architecture, religion, art, household items; of special interest is
the introduction citing the contents of a letter writtn by Pliny the Younger
describing the volcanic eruption and efforts to evacuate the residents; a
fascinating book that students will enjoy; useful in studying geography
(volcanoes) and history
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Heintze, Carl. MEDICAL ETHICS. 128 p. $11.90. Watts, 1987. (ISBN
0-531-10414-1) Grades 8-12. U.S. history: CG 17

An objective overview of the issues involved in medical ethics; gives a brief
history and examines several cases, including the cases of Baby Fae, Baby Doe,
and Karen Ann Quinlan; discusses abortion, euthanasia, and genetic

engineering, pointing out ethical and legal issues involved in each; includes
several captioned black-and-white photographs; selected reading list and index
are helpful for research; an eye-opening resource appropriate for junior and
senior high students

Jackson, Shirley. THE WITCHCRAFT OF SALEM VILLAGE. (Landmark Books) 146 p.
$7.99. Random Sch. Div., 1987. (ISBN 0-394-90369-2) Grades 5-9. Grade 5:
CG 6

Intriguing narrative account of the witchcraft trials of Salem Village;
explores the circumstances that created a fertile environment for the
accusations of witchcraft in the community; gives a sense of the personalities
of several of the accused women as well as the ultimate regret of judges and
jurors, who, caught up in the hysteria of the time, sentenced the women to
death; afterword provides general information about the history of witchcraft
in Europe and the United States (Note: this book is a reissue of the 1956
edition)

Krementz, Jill. A VISIT TO WASHINGTON, D.C. unp. $13.95. Scholastic Inc.,
1987. (ISBN 0-590-40582-9) Grades K-4. Grade 3: CG 16

Six-year-old Matt Wilson gives readers a guided tour of seventeen famous sites
in and around Washington, D.C.; provides interesting bits of information about
various buildings, statues, monuments, museums (e.g., the National Museum of
Natural History, Arlington Cemetery, Lincoln Memorial, Vietnam Memorial,
Bureau of Engraving); full-color photographs of sites visited add appeal and
invite browsing; gives addresses of places cited, hours they are open to the
public, and telephone numbers where applicable; end papers contain simple
maps; an interesting, informative book appropriate for young children studying
the nation's capital; especially useful for youngsters planning trips to
Washington, D.C.

Landau, Elaine. THE HOMELESS. 102 p. $9.79. Messner, 1987. (ISBN
0-671-53492-5) Grades 7-12. Grade 9: CG 1

Gives an overview and description of the various types of homdless people in
America: runaway teenagers, single mothers with small children, bag ladies,
prostitutes, the mentally ill; each chapter begins with a vignette of one
character who is without a home; the description is followed by factual
information about causes of the problem, the effects on society, and the
efforts to alleviate the situation; includes bibliography and index; useful
for providing an awareness of this problematic segment of society

Leiner, Katherine. BETWEEN OLD FRIENDS. (My World Series) 31 p. $9.40.
Watts, 1987. (ISBN 0-531-10291-2) Grades 3-6. Grade 3: CG 12

Four youngsters discuss their friendships with older people: one girl met a
book collector at a garage hale, one became friends with an older couple as
they nursed a bird back to health, one discouraged violinist took heart from
the experiences of an elderly violinist she met on a bus, and an inner-city
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boy grew to love gardening through the efforts of his grandmother; each
vignette is accompanied by black-and-white photographs of the speaker and the
older friend; may be used to enable young people to see the possibilities for
meaningful relationships with older people in our society

McKissack, Patricia and Fredrick. THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN AMERICA FROM 1865
TO THE PRESENT. 320 p. $25.95. Childrens, 1987. (ISBN 0-516-00580-4)
Grades 8-12. U.S. history: CG 17

Traces history of civil rights in America from Reconstruction to Ronald
Rearan's presidency; focuses primarily on the civil rights of black Americans
but includes information on women and other minority groups as well; tex' is
quite readable, presenting an adequate, but not overwhelming amount of
information on topics such as literacy tests and the grandfather clause,
Booker T. Washington and the Atlanta Compromise, the Dawes Act, the
Back-to-Africa Movement, Jim Crow laws, the Harlem Renaissance, the Japanese
internment, McCarthyism, school desegregation, Rosa Parks, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and the ERA; provides information about civil rights during the
administration of every U.S. president since Reconstruction; profusely
illustrated with black-and-white photographs and drawings; index and
bibliography; useful for research and informative leisure reading

Meltzer, Milton. THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARIES: A HISTORY IN THEIR OWN
WORDS, 1750-1800. 210 p. $12.89. Crowell, 1987. (ISBN 0-690-04643-X)
Grades 5-12. U.S. history: CC 4

Intriguing collection of primary source material presents an insightful
account of life during the Revolutionary War; includes excerpts from diaries,
letters, speeches, newspapers, and other documents; some of the pieces are
written by well-known figures such as George Washington, Thomas Paine, and
John Adams; however, many are taken from the diaries or letters of ordinary
people, such as a country doctor or a teenage soldier; illustrated with
black-and-white photographs of paintings and documents; indexed; excellent for
research and for leisure reading; a first-purchase choice

Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. CHRISTMAS TREES. 64 p. $13.95. Dodd, 1987. (ISBN
0-396-09056-7) Grades 3-6. Grade 3: CC 21

Briefly discusses the history of the custom of Christmas trees; details the
process of growing Christmas trees on a farm from planting seeds to preparing
the trees for shipment; offers some advice about purchasing trees, pointing
out the significant characteristics of several different varieties;
illustrated with numerous captioned color photographs; indexed; useful for
reports and leisure reading, especially during December

Special Publications Division. AMERICA'S OUTDOOR WONDER%: STATE PARKS AND
SANCTUARIES. 199 p. $9.50. Natl. Geog., 1987. (ISBN 0-87044-629-0) Grades
7-12

Covers twenty-three State parks throughout the United States; focuses on five
geographic regions from the Florida Keys to Alaska and from New Hampshire to
Hawaii; five authors and photographers provide a delightful tour through the
parks and give first-person accounts of the teams' experiences there, the
sites observed, the people encountered, historical information about the parks
visited and their development; groups parks by geographic region and has from
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one to three pages of narrative about each area followed by extraordinary
full-color photographs depicting the natural beauty of the parks, types ofrecreation enjoyed by visitors, and natural flora and fauna found there;discusses North Carolina's Hanging Rock Park; small black-line maps indicatelocations of the parks; attractive end papers illustrated with leaf imprintsin sepias and browns; bibliography, index; a beautiful book for browsing orfor supplementary study of the states, the environment, and related topics

Special Publications Division. MAJESTIC ISLAND WORLDS, 199 p. $9.50. Natl.Geog., 1987. (ISBN 0-87044-630-4) Grades 7-12. World studies: CG 5

Magnificent full-color photographs capture the splendid beauty of six diverseisland regions--the Galapagos, Japan, Ireland, Bali, New Zealand, and theSeychelles--while six different authors explore each region in a first-personnarrative that gives colorful details of the people, culture, history, andphysical geography; captioned photographs include National Geographic's usualappealing mix of landscapes, details of daily life, and special culturalevents; what makes the text interesting is that the authors do not simplydescribe the regions and their people but often reveal their own personalsentiments as a visitor in a place that fascinates them or that holds specialmeaning for them (the author of the chapter on Ireland, for example, searchesfor and finds relatives he has never seen); on average, for each region,twenty pages of photographs complement ten pages of text; indexed; book shouldprove useful where the social studies curriculum touches on world geographybut is alsd wonderfully suitable for browsing

Tchudi, Stephen N. SODA POPPERY: THE HISTORY OF SOFT DRINKS IN AMERICA. 148 p.$13.95. Scribner, 1986. (ISBN 0-684-18488-5) Grades 5-12. Grade 5: CG 20

Traces the development and promotion of soft drinks in America; deals with therecipes and promotion used in early drinks and discusses the competion formarket share in today's business world; the final portion of the book isdevoted to making soft drinks at home and includes recipes; special boxes inthe text suggest follow-up activities for students; index and bibliography;lists addresses for further information; useful for research and interestreading

Warren, William E. THE SCREAMING SKULL: TRUE STORIES OF THE UNEXPLAINED. 136 p.$10.95. Prentice, 1987. (ISBN 0-13-796699-7) Grades 5-12

Collection of intriguing true stories of mysterious disappearances, ghosts,UFO sightings, and unusual geographic formations; two of the fourteen storiesdeal specifically with North Carolina mysteries: "The Ghost of Maco Station"and "The Lost Colony"; also includes stories about three sisters who claimedto be able to communicate with the dead, a couple who, under hypnosis,
recounted their experience of being kidnapped by aliens from outer space, andthe mysterious Nazca lines, the enormous figures drawn over three hundredsquare miles of the Nazca plain; in each well-written story, the authorpresents possible explanations but tantalizingly reinforces that the mysteryof each tale has never been explained; illustrated with soft black-and-whitedrawings; high-priority purchase will appeal to numerous students and maystimulate interest in research about natural mysteries in North Carolina andthroughout the world
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Books in a Series

ANNUAL EDITIONS 87/88. 7 titles each $9.50 paper. Dushkin Pub., 1987. Grades

9-12. Grade 9: CG 1

Each volume in this series contains a collection of relatively recent articles
reprinted from a variety of journals and documents; each table of contents
includes bibliographical information and a brief introduction for every
article; volumes are illustrated with captioned black-and-white photographs;
format is easy-to-read and visually appealing; each article is true to the
format of the journal in which the article originally appeared; excellent
resource for students doing research

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. 276 p. (ISBN 0-87967-683-3)
Contains a wide range of articles related to government in America;
categorized into four units: "Foundations of American Politics,"
"Structures of American Politics," "Process of American Politics," and
"Products of American Politics"; articles include subjects such as the star
wars controversy, nuclear strategy, the power of the presidency, the roles
of members of Congress, paying for American elections, and the influence of
the media on politics

CRIMINAL JUSTICE. 276 p. (ISBN 0-87967-672-8)

Volume's six units are entitled "Crime and Justice in America,"
"Victimology," "Police," "The Judicial Process," "Juvenile Justice," and
"Punishment and Corrections"; fifty-three informative articles explore
topics such as drugs, white collar crime, victims and their rights, the
stress faced by police officers, the jury process, plea bargaining, violent
juvenile crime, alternatives to prison, and capital punishmentment

ECONOMICS. 276 p. (ISBN 0-87967-676-0)
Articles in this volume examine topics such as economic theories,
microeconomics, income distribution, macroeconomics, and the global
economy; text also includes some documents such as charts on disposition of
personal income, consumer prices and average weekly hours and hourly
earnings

GEOGRAPHY. 244 p. (ISBN 0-87"-680-9)
Volume's fourty-seven articles are divided into five units: "Geography in
a Changing World," "Land-Human Relationships," "The Region," "Spatial
Interaction and Mapping," and "Population, Resources, and Socioeconomic
Development"; diversity of topics from both physical and cultural geography
includes environmental issues (e.g., acid rain, coastal erosion), mapping,
cultural values, population growth, cities, transporation, migration, the
developing world, and agriculture

MARKETING. 244 p. (ISBN 0-87967-681-7)

Articles explore various aspects of marketing: its present and future
status, various marketing strategies, the effect of marketing on a global
scale; includes articles on various topics such as teenage spending, how
marketing techniques work, significant errors and successes in the industry

PSYCHOLOGY. 276 p. (ISBN 0-87967-675-2)

Interesting collection o articles looks at various aspects of psychology:

biological bases of behavior, perceptual processes, learning and memory,

1
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cognitive processes, motivation and emotion, development, personality
processes, social processes, psychological disorders, and psychologicaltreatments; articles include topics such as depression, Alzheimer'sdisease, the power of suggestion, aggression and violence, stress,
stereotypes, loneliness, intelligence, memory, and animals in research

SOCIOLOGY. 244 p. (ISBN 0-87967-671-X)
Wide range of interesting topics in this volume's forty-seven articlesincludes American values, childhood, cultural influences, the family,cities, work and marriage, the American political system, the ecomony,
education, poverty, population growth, blacks, and new technology

BOOKS (REFERENCE)

Bergin, Thomas G., and Jennifer Speake, eds. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE
RENAISSANCE. 454 p. $40. Facts on File, 1987. (ISBN 0-8160-1315-2)Grades 9-12. World studies: CG 2

Alphabetically arranged reference of terms related to the Renaissance; entriesprovide information on a wide variety of subjects, such as astronomy,
censorship, mythology, and printing; focuses on notable individuals and theircontributions to society (e.g., Raphael, El Greco, Botticelli, Francis Bacon);entries vary in length, depending on the topic discussed; print is legible;
numerous proper names are a deterrent to easy reading and may negate use ofthe book by all but above average students; contains bibliography of primaryand secondary sources on various topics and a chronology of events and
personalities from 1300 to 1620; cross references aid the reader in locatingadditional information on primary topics; contains some black-and-white
illustrations scattered throughout the text, thirty-two color plates groupedtogether; a good volume for quick reference and enrichment

Coe, Michael, et al. ATLAS OF ANCIENT AMERICA, 240 p. $35. Facts on File,1986. (ISBN 0-8160-1199-0) Grades 10-12. World studies: CG 2

Comprehensive historical and geographical reference covering North America,Mesoamerica, and South America; describes the regions' geography, reviews theexplorations and conquests of the Americas by European countries, citesold-world interests in the native Americans, and relates the Europeans'
exploitations for gold and other valuables; examines the lifestyles andcultures of the inhabitants of the Ancient Americas and discusses the effortsof descendents to preserve their ancient heritage; draws on archaeologicalfinds, particularly on constructed dwellings and cities; prolific maps,
drawings, diagrams, and photographs of artifacts provide a visual account ofthe period; text is somewhat difficult especially because of the inordinatenumber of proper names of tribes and places; contains list of illustrations,bibliography, gazetteer, and index; consider potential use versus price when
determining purchase priorities

Ferrell, Robert H., and Richard Natkiel. ATLAS OF AMERICAN HISTORY. 192 p.
$24.95. Facts on File, 1987. (ISBN 0-8160-1028-5) Grades 9-12. U.S.history: CG 5 (skills)

Collection of maps, photographs, and text provides an overview of many facetsof United States history; maps illustrate information on a variety of subjects
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(e.g., explorations and settlements, Revolutionary War battles, new states,
slavery, Civil War battles, Prohibition and suffrage, World Wars I and II, theKorean War, population distribution, and election results sine,. 1864); maps
and photographs are divided into six different categories: the Colonial Era,
Founding a Nation, Expansion and Civil War, Imperial Democracy, the Two World
Wars, America in a Divided World; each category is introduced by several pagesof detailed, informative text; numerous captioned black-and-white photographsgive a visual sense of the time periods discussed in the text and presented inthe maps: maps are clear but generally too small for showing to groups;
indexed; appropriate for supplementary use to support studies of U.S. history

GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS 1988. 447 p. $15.95. Sterling, 1987. (ISBN0-8069-6599-1) Grades 6-12

Latest edition of the famous record book groups records in sections such as"The Human Being," "The Tiiving World," "The Arts & Entertainment," "The
World's Structures," "Human Achievements," and "The Sports World"; as usual,book offers the freakish and the fascinating, the morbid and the magnanimous;includes numerous captioned black-and-white photographs (many different fromthe 1987 edition), sixteen pages of color photographs (most of recent
records), and many charts and tables; contains three pages of newly verifiedrecords and an index; perfect for browsing, settling arguments, and mining fortrivia, book may encourage reluctant reade, to read

INTO THE UNKNOWN: THE STORY OF EXPLORATION. 336 p. $29.95. Natl. Geog., 1987.(ISBN 0-87044-694-0) Grades 7-12. World studies: CG 1

Magnificent account of man's expeditions to explore the world throughout
recorded time; cites effurts of notable historical figures from the early
Egyptions, Greeks, and Phoenicians to space voyagers Armstrong, Collins, andAldrin; covers all kinds of explorations (e.g., those on land, on ice, on andunder the seas, by air, and in space); discusses modes of transportation bywhich explorers traveled and information gained through new discoveries;
highly readable style will appeal to those who can master the text; use of
primary resources adds interest; profusely illustrated with beautiful colorphotographs, charts, maps and reproductions; lists explorations by tiates andcategories; index; an excellent selection for enrichment of social studies
classes, especially world studies and geography; a first-purchase choice

Jones, Thomas C., ed. SO PROUELY WE HAIL...KEYSTONES OF AMERICAN FREEDOM.
292 p. $29. Hall of Fame Pr., 1987. (Available from Ency. Brit. Ed.) (ISBN0-935-90000-6) Grades 6-12. U.S. history: CG 6 (skills)

Interesting collection of essays, excerpts, speeches, and other documents thatmark over 300 years of history related to the United States; includes topicssuch as early colonization, the Revolutionary War, Westward expansion,
slavery, the World Wars, space travel, and use of atomic weapons; a variety ofauthors, political leaders, and documents are represented in the material
(e.g., Patrick Henry, George Washington, Francis Scott Key, Franklin D.Rosevelt, the Marshall Plan, Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy); includes notes onthe life and accomplishments of each American president; illustrated with
black-and-white photographs, drawings, maps, and numerous watercolor paintingsby Kay Smith; attractive resource conveys the numerous accomplishments of
Americans; useful for browsing and research (especially for students
interested in seeing the text of primary documents, such as Washington's
Farewell Address and the 1847 Seneca Falls Declaration of Women's Rights)

13
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LANDS AND PEOPLES. 6 volumes $179.50 plus $9 shipping and handling. GrolierEd. Corp., 1987. (ISBN 0-7172-8011-X) Grades 5-12. All competency goals atall grade levels
Titles: VOLUME 1: AFRICA

VOLUME 2: ASIA, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, OCEANIA
VOLUME 1: EUROPE
VOLUME 4: EUROPE
VOLUME 5: NORTH AMERICA
VOLUME 6; CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA; INDEX

Revised edition of exceptionally well-designed set provides information on thehistory, people, cities, land, economy, and government of every independentcountry in the world; each of the six volumes focuses on one continent; signedarticles by experts and scholars reflect diligence, objectivity, and carefulediting; text is cleor, easy-to-read, and separated by bold-faced headings--anideal format for finding specific information; captioned color photographs,maps, or charts appear on most pages; volume six contains index; includes aseparate paperbound index and fact finder; ideal for research

READER'S DIGEST GUIDE TO PLACES OF THE WORLD. 736 p. $29.95. Reader's Digest,1987. (Available from Random Sch. Div.) (ISBN 0-276-39826-2) Grades 7-12.World studies: CG 1

Geographical reference contains brief entries about a wide variety ofsubjects--countries, cities, mountains, rivers, weather-related topics; lengthof entries in this alphabetically
arranged volume varies depending on thesubject (e.g., information on the United States is more comprehensive thanthat on Nigeria); tables of statistics for each country include suchinformation as area, population, capitol, government, currency, languages,industries, exports; contains numerous physical-political maps and tablescomparing topics such as rivers, mountains, etc.; color photography showsinhabitants, topography, cities, and other scenes in various countries;contains "A Day in the Life of. . ." columns, which focus on people indifferent professions (e.g., a Yugoslavizm hotel owner, a New Zealandshepherd); provides cross references; contains some British spellings; givesdistance in kilometers and miles; can be used as a quick reference tosupplement more comprehensive reference works, but entries are not substantiveenough for extensive

research; good for browsing

Seale, William. THE PRESIDENT'S HOUSE: A HISTORY. 2 volumes 1224 p. boxedset $39.95. White House Historical Assn., 1987. (Available from Natl.Geog.) (ISBN 0-912308-28-1) Grades 9-12; teacher use. U:S. history: CG 6

Commissioned by the White House Historical Association, this comprehensive,scholarly work recounts the history of the White House from Pierre L'Enfant'sambitious preconstruction dreams of a palatial president's home (neverachieved) to its last major renovation by President Harry Truman; follows thebuilding's construction from the laying of the cornerstone on October 13,1792, through subsequent architectural changes; devotes first 80 pages toevents occurring between 1771 and 1800 when the White House was being planned;body of text focuses on the tenure of the nation's presidents (Adams throughTruman); reviews the influences of various presidents on the structure of thebuilding and also relates behind-the-scenes personal accounts of the peoplewho lived and worked there; more than the story of a building, these volumesreflect the country's history; Volume II contains a bibliography, index, and

1 A
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extensive notes arranged by chapters; the set includes sections of
black-and-white photographs of people, documents, plans, diagrams; attractive
gold-embossed green vinyl bindings; boxed set; in spite of its highly readable
text, this 1224-page, two-volume set may overwhelm all but those who are
intensely interested in the topic; a unique reference resource for serious
researchers

Wood, Michael. IN SEARCH OF THE DARK AGES. 250 p. $22.95. Facts on File,
1987. (ISBN 0-8160-1686-0) Grades 10-12; teacher use. World studies:
CG 7

Offers a comprehensive, rather scholarly look at one thousand significant
years in the history of Britain; brings to light the history and culture of
the Dark Ages with a close study of the important leaders of the period;
includes detailed historical accounts of Boadicea, King Arthur, the Sutton Hoo
man, Offs, Alfred the Great, Athelstan, Eric Bloodaxe, Ethelred the Unready,
and William the Conqueror; includes numerous black-and-white photographs of
relics and ruins, an index, and a list of suggested reading; this volume
offers a wealth of information but will appeal only to bright students with a
particular interest in the period; may be a significant resourca for research
(Based on the BBC-TV "In Search of ..." series)

BOOK (SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT)

Pettijohn, Terry F. PSYCHOLOGY: A CONCISE INTRODUCTION. 400 p. $15.75 paper.
Dushkin Pub., 1987. (ISBN 0-87967-421-0) Grades 10-12; teacher use

Text offers an interesting introduction to the major topics of beginning
psychology: foundations, cognitive processes, perceptual processes,
motivation and emotion, personality and adjustment, abnormal disorders and
therapy, and social processes; each unit is divided into smaller chapters
containing chapter outline and objectives, introductory paragraph, opening
story, definitional sections, application highlights, biographical highlights,
and chapter review; numerous captioned drawings, photographs, and charts
illustrate the text; includes glossary, index, and references; a useful
supplementary text for both students and teachers

BOOK (WORKBOOK)

Goldberg, Robert M., and Richard M. Haynes. UNLOCKING GEOGRAPHY SKILLS AND
CONCEPTS. 124 p. $4.50 paper. (ISBN 0-87065-895-6) teacher's manual
$1.50. (ISBN 0-87065-896-4) Globe, 1988. Grade 10. World studies: CG 1

Softcover workbook provides reading selections and activities covering major
world geography concepts (e.g., maps, globes, climate, culture, natural
resources); contains short chapters with comprehension and application
exercises; each chapter follows essentially the same pattern: a few short
questions that focus students on the objectives of the lesson, a list of
defined vocabulary words with an illustrative sentence (includes phonetic
spelling), a section that has students study a simple cartoon related to the
topic of the lesson and then answer from four to five questions, a reading
selection that is divided into numbered paragraphs, exercises relating to
concepts in the lesson, and a set of questions that have students apply lesson
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concepts; illustrated with black - and - -white photographs and blue and black
drawings; contains numerous maps and charts though the lack of color limits
the appeal of the illustrations; includes skills and concepts index referring
to pages where particular reading skills and geography concepts are covered;
specific sections of this workbook could be used to meet some social studies
competency goals in grade levels 6-10 (e.g., understanding the importance of

natural resources, seeing the necessity of interdependence between people,
using maps and globes); however, the nature of some of the activities
(crossword puzzles, hidden word puzzles) necessitates that each student have a
workbook; it would be expensive to provide a workbook for every student when
only a few of the units may be applicable at a particular grade level;
although the content is accurate, clear, and appropriate for junior high
grades, the book's use for those grade levels is limIted by the long reading
lines that are not split into columns and the lack of colorful illustrations;
it is most useful for tenth grade world geography students who are reading
below grade level

FILMSTRIPS (SOUND)

THE VIETNAM CONFLICT. 1 color filmstrip, 1 cassette tape, catalog card kit,
guide $35. SVE, 1986. Grades 7-12. U.S. history: CG 17

Well-organized "NewsStrip" presents an overview of American involvement in
Vietnam; discusses the approaches of various American presidents toward
military presence in Vietnam; points out the rising unpopularity of the war
among U.S. citizens; black-and-white photographs and actual soundtracks
capture a sense of the period; teacher information sheet provides objectives,
summary, brief glossary, and suggestions for activities; a good preview or
introduction to studies of the Vietnam War

Filmstrips (Sound) in a Series

CENTRAL AMERICA. 4 color filmstrips, 4 cassette tapes, catalog cards, 2 copies
each of 4 guides $110.95. Natl. Geog., 1986. Grades 3-6. Grade 5: CG 17

Titles: GEOGRAPHY; CULTURAL AND ETHNIC HERITAGE;
EVERYDAY LIFE; CONFLICT IN THE REGION

Provides a broad overview of seven countries in Central America: Guatemala,
Belize, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama; discusses
the region's geography, its role in history, its current problems, the
lifestyles of its people; includes information on the influence of the United
States and the Soviet Union in the troubled areas; illustrated with color
photographs and maps; appropriate narration and sound effects; guide booklet
for each part includes key points, objectives, background information,
filmstrip text, suggestions for activities and discussion, and a brief
glossary; a compact resource for helping students understand the role of
Central American countries and their politics in the modern world

DECADES OF HISTORY: THE 20th CENTURY--THE EARLY YEARS. 3 color filmstrips, 3
cassettes tapes, catalog cards, 2 copies each of 3 guides $85.95. Natl.

Geog., 1987. Grades 7-12. 'U.S. history : CG 14
Titles: THE 1920S: PROSPERITY TO PANIC

THE 1930S: DAYS OF DEPRESSION I 6THE 1940S: WAR AND RECOVERY
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Overview of three very different eras in American history; each filmstrip
looks at the issues, the culture, the heroes, and the changes in one specific
decade; transition between the decades is clear, showing how the events of one
influenced the next; black-and-white photographs and appropriate sound effects
create a true sense of each era; guide booklets contain objectives, background
information, filmstrip text, suggestions for discussion and activities, and
glossary; a good resource for introducing these decades in American history
classes

GREAT CIVILIZATIONS IN AFRICAN HISTORY. 4 color filmstrips, 4 cassette tapes,
catalog card kit, 24 skill sheets, guide $159. each $35. SVE, 1986. Grades
5-8. Grade 7: CG 23

Titles: ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF THE NILE
THE SWAHILI CITY STATES
THE SUDANIC KINGDOMS
THE KINGDOM OF KONGO

Program discusses ancient civilizations in Africa; divided into four parts, in
each segment a traditional oral historian takes viewers on a trip to days gone
by; illustrated with color drawings; appropriate narration and sound effects;
program includes twenty-four skill booster sheets that reinforce the
information on the filmstrips; teacher's guide contains introduction,
objectives, discussion questions, and vocabulary list for each of the four
filmstrips; may be used to supplement regular classroom instruction on the
history of Africa

LOLLIPOP DRAGON'S WORLD OF MAPS AND GLOBES. 4 color filmstrips, 4 cassette
tapes, catalog card kit, 24 skill sheets, guide $169. each $38.50. SVE,

1986. Grades 1-2. Grade 1: CG 5 (skills)

Titles: DISCOVERING MAPS AND GLOBES
LEARNING ABOUT DIRECTIONS
USING DIFFERENT MAPS
MAKING YOUR OWN MAP

Four-part filmstrip program offers information on primary-level map and globe

concepts and skills; includes information on map symbols, scales, and keys;
discusses various types of maps and the different purposes of maps and globes;
each filmstrip begins with a story that takes place in the imaginary kingdom
of Tumtum; the characters in the story have a problem that they solve with the
use of maps or globes; the program also includes twenty-four reproducible
worksheets that reinforce the concepts presented in the filmstrips; a
three-ring binder holds the teacher's guide containing program objectives,
suggestions for classroom activities, the text of each filmstrip, the
worksheets, and answer keys; illustrated with simple color cartoon drawings;
exaggerated narration and sound effects; this program will appeal more to
younger or slower students who like cartoon presentations better than
photographs or other types of drawings

LOOK, LISTEN, EXPLORE: WHAT IS A MAP? 2 color filmstrips, 2 cassete tapes, map,
catalog cards, 2 copies each of 2 guides $62.95. Natl. Geog., 1987. Grades

1-3. Grade 2: CG 5 (skills)

Titles: FIND THE WAY; HOW NEAR, HOW FAR?

Sound filmstrips offer two experiences for children to learn about reading
maps and using the various parts of a map (e.g., compass rose, symbols); in
the first segment a little boy and his father use a map to find their way

around the various monuments in Washington, D.C.; in the second segment three
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young girls use a map and symbols to find the various animals in a zoo; they
also learn how to use the scale on a map to compare distances; each segment
ends with review questions for class discussion; guide booklets contain
introduction, filmstrip text, background information, and suggestions for
activities; a large colorful poster contains two maps (front and back)
identical to the ones used by the children in the filmstrips; a lively
resource for introducing youngsters to map concepts and skills

MAPS AND WHAT WE LEARN FROM THEM. 3 color filmstrips, 3 cassete capes, catalog
cards, 2 copies each of 3 guides $85.95. Natl. Geog., 1987. Grades 3-6.
Grade 3: CG 5 (skills)

Titles: READING MAPS; USING MAPS; MAKING MAPS

Series presents information about the language of maps (e.3., symbol, scale),
the types or subjects of maps (e.g., weather, road, bus), and the process of
making a map (from a simple hand-drawn map to a cartographers's sophisticated
work); information is presented in a clear and interesting way; color
photographs and maps and appropriate narration and sound effects create an
interesting program; each guide booklet contains key points, objectives,
background information, filmstrip text, suggestions for discussion and
activities; useful for Introducing and reinforcing map skills with elementary
level students

MORE THAN MAPS: A LOOK AT GEOGRAPHY. 3 color filmstrips, 3 cassette tapes,
catalog cards, 2 copies each of 3 guides $85.95. Natl. Geog., 1987. Grades
5-8. Grade 5: CG 2

Titles: WHAT IS GEOGRAPHY?; GEOGRAPHY AND THE WORLD AROUND YOU;
GEOGRAPHY AT WORK

Offers an explanation of general concepts and principles of geography; points
out five basic themes of geography (location, place, human-environment
interactions, movement, and regions) and discusses practical applications of
these themes; one filmstrip focuses primarily on how geography is used in
various occupations; illustrated with color photographs, charts, and maps;
appropriate narration and sound effects; guide booklet for each filmstrip
includes key points, objectives, background information, filmstrip text,
suggestions for activities and discussion, and a brief glossary; useful for
introducing geography to students and making them aware of the uses of
geography around them

PEOPLE BEHIND OUR HOLIDAYS. 4 color filmstrips, 4 cassette tapes, catalog cards,
2 copies each of 4 guides $ 110.95. Natl. Geog., 1987. Grades 1-4. Grade
3: CG 16

Titles: CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS; PILGRIMS AND INDIANS;
GEORGE WASHINGTON AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN;
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Excellent introduction to the people behind four important holidays: Martin
Luther King Day, Thanksgiving Day, President's Day, and Columbus Day; each
sound filmstrip presents information on the lives and achivements of the
individuals associated with a holiday (e.g., George Washington, Christopher
Columbus); illustrated with color photographs, paintings, and drawings; clear
narration and appropriate sound effects; guide booklet for each filmstrip
contains key points, objectives, filmstrip text, suggestions for activities
and discussion, and a glossary; a useful resource for teaching about holidays
in the primary and elementary grades
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KITS

MAPPING AMERICAN AND WORLD HISTORY. 3 kits each $479. Nystrom, 1986. Grades
6-12. All grades: CG 5 (skills)
Titles: MAPPING AMERICAN .IISTORY TO 1877. sixty 22" x 11" laminated 2-sided

maps (30 U.S., 30 World), 30 marking pens, 3-ring binder with
teacher's guide and activity sheets
MAPPING AMERICAN HISTORY FROM 1865. sixty 22" x 11" laminated
2-sided maps (30 U.S., 30 World), 30 marking pens, 3-ring binder with
teacher's guide and activity sheets
MAPPING WORLD HISTORY. sixty 22" x 17" laminated 2-sided maps (20
Asia, 20 Europe, 20 World), 30 marking pens, 3-ring binder with
teacher's guide and activity sheets

Each thorough map-skills program provides a chronological series of hands-on
activities with laminated maps and water soluble markers, incorporating
information on the specific area's history; each program comes with a sturdy,
three-ring binder containing over thirty reproducible activity sheets and an
accompanying teacher's guide; teacher's guide contains lesson plans that
indicate materials needed, objectives, vocabulary, usage notes, and answer
keys; lessons are accurate and well organized and may be used by individuals
or groups, generally with minimal supervision; each program is an excellent
supplement to regular textbooks and classroom activities and provides a solid
background in history and map skills

PERIODICAL

IMAGES OF EXCELLENCE. 8 times during the school year $.63 per copy. 10 or more
classroom subscriptions $.50 per copy. Images of Excellence. Grades 7-11

Published eight times a year, this student magazine examines the lives of
various heroes throughout the world; each issue focuses on one individual,
such as Martin Luther King, Jr., Mother Teresa, or Raoul Wallenberg; text
consists of narratives that offer historical information on the individual's
life; illustrated primarily with captioned color drawings and black-and-white
photographs; each issue comes with a brief teacher's guide that suggests
classroom activities for using the magazine; the magazines are based on an
excellent concept that works well with junior high students and reluctant high
school readers; unfortunately, the materials need to be edited thoroughly;
some of the issues are difficult to follow because of the format, while others
are quite impressive; useful for social studies classes; may be stored in a
three-ring binder

VIDEOCASSETTES

DOWN ON THE FARM: YESTERDAY AND TODAY. 1 videocassette 18 min. guide
VHS $89. Rainbow Ed. Video, 1987. Grades 1-4. Grade 3: CG 14

Program contrasts two farms,--one a farm museum that is preserved and operated
as it was in the 1700's, the other a modern mechanized farm; emphasizes
technological advancements that make life much easier and more productive
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today; includes interviews with modern farmers; discusses various farm animals
both past and present ani the changes modern farmers have made related to
livestock; brief guide book contains discussion questions, suggested
activities, and bibliography; a good resource for students discussing farming
or planning field trips to local farms

NEWS TRAVELS FAST: ALL ABOUT T.V. NEWSCASTING. 1 videocassette 18 min. guide
VHS $89. Rainbow Ed. Video, 1987. Grades 4-6

Interesting and informative video traces the behind-the-scenes work involved
in a 30-minute television news broadcast; _ooks at the roles of producer,
assignment editor, videotape editor, and anchor and discusses many of the
other jobs involved; shows where news shows get their stories and the
incredible amount of checking and writing that goes into one news show;
includes brief guide book with discussion questions, suggested activities, and
bibliography; this an enlightening resource that will help students understand
the role of media in their lives; may also be used in guidance for exposing
students to careers

SPECIAL CARE: INSIDE A CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL. 1 videocassette 18 min. guide
VHS $89. Rainbow Ed. Video, 1987. Grades 1-4. Grade 2: CG 6

Sensitive, upbeat video examines the activities and services inside a
children's hospital; looks at how nurses, doctors, x-ray technicians, play
leaders, and food servis:e workers provide a warm, caring environment to help
children to get well; brief guide book contains discussion questions,
suggested activities, and bibliography; useful for explaining to young
children the purpose of hospitals and the many types of work that take place
there; may also be used by individuals to prepare youngsters for hospital
stays (however children may be disappointed if they get to the hopital and
don't find the same kind of attention they saw in the video)

YOU MAY CALL HER MADAM SECRETARY. 1 videocassette 58 min. guide VHS $195.
Vineyard Video, 1987, Grades 8-12. Grade 11: CG 14

1987 Red Ribbon Award video gives an overview of the career of Secretary of
Labor Frances Perkins and the time period in which she lived; shows that while
a privileged college student, Perkins became aware of people in poverty and
workers in frightful working situations; traces how she gave up her teaching
career to become a social worker actively fighting for labor laws, especially
for women and children; though the video focuses primarily on Perkins' life,
it covers many issues that took place during the time period: suffrage for
women, the New Deal, the Social Security Act; consists of narration and
dramatization by two actors supplemented by film clips and photographs of
people and events in the early and mid 1900s; an informative and interesting
resource for classes studying American history, especially for units on social
security, Franklin Roosevelt's presidency, the women's movement
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Bradbury Pr

Childrens

60607

DIRECTORY

- Bradbury Press, Inc., 866 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022

Childrens Press, 1224 West Van Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois

Clarion Bks. - Clarion Books, 52 Vanderbult Avenue, New York, New York 10017

Crowell - Thomas Y. Crowell, 10 East 53rd Street, New York, New York 10022

Dodd - Dodd, Mead and Company, 71 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10003

Doubleday - Mr. William F. Koch, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 501 Franklin Avenue,
Garden City, New York 11530

Dushkin Pub. - The Dushkin Publishing Group, Inc., Sluice Dock, Guilford,
Connecticut 06437

Dutton - E.P. Dutton, 2 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016

Ency. Brit. Ed. - Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 425 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Facts on File - Facts on File, Inc., 460 Park Avenue South, New York, New York
10016

Globe - Globe Book Company, Inc., 50 West 23rd Street, New York, New York 10010

Grolier Ed. Corp. - Grolier Educational Corporation, Sherman Turnpike, Danbury,
Connecticut 06816

Holiday - Holiday House, Inc., 18 East 53rd Street, New York, New York 10022

Images of Excellence - Images of Excellence Foundation, Inc., 215 West College
Avenue, P.O. Box 1131, Boiling Springs, North Carolina 28017

Messner - Julian Messner, Inc., The Simon & Schuster Building, 1230 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York 10020

Natl. Geog. - National Geographic Educational Services, 17th and M Streets NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Nystrom - Nystrom, 3333 Elston Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618

Prentice - Prentice-Hall Books for Young Readers, Simon & Schuster Building, 1230
Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020

Rainbow Ed. Video - Rainbow Educational Video, Inc., 170 Keyland Court, Bohemia,
New York 11716

Random Sch. Div. - Random House School Division, Department 9277, 400 Hahn Road,
Westminster, Maryland 21157
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Scholastic, Inc. - Kent Allison, Regional Director, Scholastic, Inc., 10833
Monroe Road, Suite 120, ntthews, North Carolina 28105

Scribner - Charles Scribner's Sons, 115 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10003

Silver - Silver Burdett Press, 13796 Prospect Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44136

Sterling - Sterling Publishing Company, Inc., 2 Park Avenue, New York, New York

10016

SVE - Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago,
Illinois 60614

Vineyard Video - Vineyard Video Productions, Elias Lane, West Tisbury,
Massachusetts 02575

Watts - Franklin Watts, Inc., 387 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016


